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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has an Office 365 tenant. You use the domain
contoso.com for both email and session initiation protocol
(SIP) addresses. You plan to deploy Skype for Business Online
and enable federation for all Skype users.
You need to create a DNS record to support Skype for Business

Online federation.
How should you configure the record? To answer, select the
appropriate option from each list in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Priority: 0, 1, 10, 50, 100
Weight: 0, 1, 10, 20, 50
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Create-DNS-records-for
-Office-365-using-Windows-based-DNS-9eec91

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which set of features would have a negative impact on the
performance of an EMC Data Domain system?
A. Encryption, replication, cleaning, and local compression
disabled
B. Network aggregation, replication, cleaning, and encryption
C. Cleaning, 'gz' compression, 35 active MTrees, and encryption
D. Global deduplication, replication, DD Boost, and 5 active
MTrees
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
OSPF is enabled on PE-to-CE links. To ensure that OSPF routes
from CE routers are seen as OSPF
interarea routes access the backbone, which type of
configuration should be deployed on the PE routers?
A. a sham link between PE routers
B. down bit set for all LSA interarea
C. the same domain ID value on both PE routers
D. the same Site of Origin value on both PE routers
Answer: C
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